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THE FIFTH B 
BREAK 

CONTROLLING YOUR ANGER OR ANXIETY 
 

BREAK THROUGH YOUR ANGER OR ANXIETY 
BY 

  
YELLING STOP to yourself inside your head   
First sign language for STOP, which consists of extending your left hand, palm 
upward and sharply bringing your open right hand down to your left hand at a right 
angle (This is the definition from a sign dictionary).  I don’t emphasize which hand 
(especially since I am left handed and use the opposite hands for all signs) I use the 
words “the side of one hand hits the palm of the other hand with a staccato motion. 
The children I work with have learned about staccato quality in Music class.  They call it Stanley 
Staccato so I refer to that.  The staccato action goes along with shouting STOP in their head.  
 
 

TAKE A BREAK FROM WHAT IS BOTHERING YOU 
BY MAKING YOURSELF 

 
TURN YOUR MIND to something PLEASANT or PEACEFUL 
o The second action uses the hand gesture for meditation. Extend your fingers on each hand and 

then join your thumb and forefinger to make a circle.  When you make 
this circle the other fingers curve slightly. If the children are sitting I 
have them put their hands on their knees, palms facing up, as one 
would do in meditation.  If they are standing they just keep their 
hands close to them.  This action signifies thinking about something 
peaceful or enjoyable.  I frequently ask the children when they are in a 
good mood to think of a few things that they could turn their mind to 
when they do the fifth B. 

 
 
 

My experience so far is that some people will do all five B’s and some will just do the fifth B 
when they are getting angry.  Children who anger quickly find the fifth B alone to be a 
one- step technique for getting and staying calm.  Of course this is best practiced over 
small things that are bothering you before you try to use it on something major. 


